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Abstract –  
 
Many reversible data hiding schemes have been proposed and 
successfully applied in medical and military applications. 
These schemes are developed to ensure digital images 
authenticity and integrity without any distortion on the 
original images. The existing RDH techniques are designed for 
grayscale images and thus, cannot be directly applied to 
palette images. Since the pixel values in a palette image are 
not the actual color values, but rather the color indexes. 
Therefore RDH in the encrypted palette images is more 
challenging than that designed for the grayscale images. 
There is no suitable RDH scheme designed for encrypted 
palette images that has been reported, while palette images 
have been widely utilized. This has motivated us to design a 
reliable RDH scheme for encrypted palette images. The 
proposed method uses a color partitioning method to use the 
palette colors to construct a certain number of embeddable 
color-triples, their indexes are self-embedded into the 
encrypted image so that a data hider can collect the usable 
color-triples to embed the secret data. For a receiver, the 
embedded color-triples can be determined by verifying a self-
embedded check-code that enables the receiver to retrieve the 
embedded data only with the data hiding key. By using the 
encryption key, the receiver can roughly reconstruct the image 
content. 

 
KeyWords: Color Partitioning, Image encryption, 
Information hiding, Image recovery, Palette, Reversible 
data hiding. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Reversible data hiding is a technique to embed additional 
message into some unacceptable or distorted cover media, 
such as military or medical images, with a reversible manner 
so that the original cover content can be perfectly restored 
after extraction of the hidden message. In recent years the 
various number of reversible data hiding methods have been 
proposed. Encryption is an effective and popular means of 
privacy protection. In order to securely share a secret image 
with other person, a content owner may encrypt the image 
before transmission. In some application scenarios, an 
inferior assistant or a channel administrator hopes to 
append some additional message, such as the origin 
information, image notation or authentication data, within 
the encrypted image though he does not know the original 
image content. For example, when medical images have been 

encrypted for protecting the patient privacy, a database 
administrator may aim to embed the personal information 
into the corresponding encrypted images. It may be also 
possible that the original content can be recovered without 
any error after decryption and retrieval of additional 
message at receiver side reversible data hiding in encrypted 
images is an upcoming technique originated from reversible 
data hiding in plaintext images [1-2], which has been 
investigated by many researchers [3-4]. In the cloud storage 
scenario, this technique is realized by a protocol that 
contains three parties, an image owner, a cloud server and 
an authorized user. The image owner encrypts the contents 
before uploading images onto a cloud storage server. The 
server hides additional messages into the encrypted images. 
The reversible data hiding in encrypted images protocol 
guarantees that the hidden message can be exactly extracted 
by the server, and the original content of the images can be 
loss lessly recovered by the authorized user. Reversible data 
hiding in encrypted images is especially useful for labeling 
the cipher text in cloud storage. When image owners hope to 
protect their privacy, RDH-EI on its priority provides a 
secure encryption algorithm for the owners to encrypt their 
images before uploading. On the cloud side, reversible data 
hiding in encrypted images allows the server to label an 
encrypted image by data hiding, e.g., hiding the identities, 
timestamps, and remarks into the cipher text to generate a 
marked encrypted copy. Therefore, the labels are attached 
inside the cipher text, providing a better management for 
administrators. Meanwhile, storage overheads can also be 
saved. On the other hand, when an authorized user 
downloads the encrypted image from the cloud, the original 
content can be loss lessly recovered after image decryption. 
In traditional systems of file management, the server 
constructs a metadata file to record the information of the 
uploaded images.  

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

A. RDH-EI for Uncompressed Images 
 

RDH-EI was used in uncompressed nature images [3]. The 
owner encrypts the original image using a stream cipher 
algorithm and then uploads the encrypted image onto the 
cloud. The cloud server embeds additional bits into cipher 
text by flipping three least significant bits of half pixels in 
each block. At the recipient side, the authorized user decrypts 
the marked(data hidden) encrypted image and generates two 
candidates for each block by flipping LSBs again. Since the 
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original block of a image is smoother than the interfered 
block, one hidden bit can be extracted and the original block 
can be recovered. This method was improved in [5] using a 
side match algorithm to investigate the spatial correlation 
between neighboring blocks. The flipping based approaches 
in [3] and [5] were improved in [6] to reduce errors by 
comparing more neighbor pixels. However, when the pixels 
in a block have identical values, data extraction and image 
recovery in [3-6] may fail. A swapping and shifting based 
RDH-EI method was proposed to overcome this drawback 
[7]. Machine learning was also used in RDH-EI to improve the 
embedding capacity [8]. Although the methods in [2-9] have 
good embedding and recovery capabilities, data extraction 
must be done after image decryption. Separable algorithms 
were proposed to resolve the problem by using High-capacity 
reversible data hiding in encrypted images by prediction 
error [10]. Another type of RDH-EI is realized by 
preprocessing the original image. This method requires the 
image owner to vacant the space in the plaintext image 
before image encryption. This additional operation is called 
as vacating spare rooms in plaintext as preprocessing. 
Afterwards the image owner encrypts the processed image 
and uploads it onto the server. Image encryption should not 
be accounted as preprocessing, since encryption is required 
in all RDH-EI methods. In [11], image transformation was 
proposed to encrypt one image to another. Additional bits are 
embedded by RDH in plaintext images. The preprocessed 
based methods in [9-11] can achieve much better embedding 
rates, but require extra RDH operations before image 
encryption. 
 

B. RDH-EI for JPEG Bitstreams 
 

The aforementioned RDH-EI is for uncompressed images. 
However, those methods are not useful in many applications 
because most images transmitted over Internet are 
compressed, e.g., the popular JPEG. As a consequence, some 
RDH-EI works were proposed for JPEG bitstreams [12-15]. 
The first RDH-EI for JPEG bitstreams was proposed in [12]. 
This scheme begins with a JPEG encryption algorithm, in 
which the appended bits of Huffman codes are encrypted by a 
stream cipher, and all Huffman codes are kept unchanged. 
After encryption, the JPEG file size is preserved and the 
format is compliant to JPEG decoders. On cloud, the server 
selects the encrypted bitstreams of some blocks as 
candidates. Additional bits are encoded by LDPC-based error 
correction codes (ECC) and embedded into the useful 
candidate bitstream by flipping the LSBs of the encrypted 
appended bits of the AC coefficients in each candidate block. 
After the authorized user downloads and decrypts the 
marked encrypted bitstream, LSBs of the appended bits of 
useful candidates are flipped again to estimate the additional 
bits using a predefined blocking artifact function and an ECC 
decoder. Meanwhile, the original bitstream are losslessly 
recovered according to the extracted bits. This method is 
improved in [13], in which the embedding room was 
reserved before bitstream encryption. Although the 
embedding capacity is larger, the preprocessing requires the 

image owner to do an additional computation. Another 
solution of reversibly hiding data in encrypted JPEG 
bitstream was proposed in [14], in which image encryption 
and data embedding are combined together. By scrambling 
the JPEG structure, the image is encrypted and the additional 
bits are embedded. The method in [14] cannot be used in 
cloud storage since the server is unable to embed bits into the 
encrypted bitstream. To enhance the security of JPEG 
encryption and improve the embedding capability, another 
RDH-EI for JPEG bitstream was proposed in [15]. During JPEG 
bitstream encryption, a new JPEG bitstream is constructed by 
selecting a portion of blocks from the whole image. 
Bitstreams of the rest blocks are encrypted and hidden in the 
JEPG header. With a compression algorithm, some appended 
bits of the encrypted JPEG bitstream are compressed to 
accommodate additional bits. On the recipient side, the 
authorized user uses an iterative algorithm to recovery the 
original JPEG bitstream according to the variation of blocking 
artifacts. Compared with [12], this method has larger capacity 
and better security, and the embedded bits can be directly 
extracted by the server. Although RDH-EI methods for JPEG 
in [12-15] have good capabilities in data hiding and image 
recovery, there exists one problem that the recipient must do 
a recovery task after decryption. This recovery burden on the 
recipient side limits the real application of RDH-EI 
techniques, since users always hope to do nothing except 
image encryption and decryption. To this end, this paper 
proposes a new JPEG RDH-EI framework, in which no 
recovery task is required for the owner or the user. The new 
RDH-EI[16] framework focuses on labeling the encrypted 
JPEG images on cloud storage. There are three parties, 
including the image owner, the cloud server and the 
authorized user. The owner encrypts a JPEG bitstream and 
uploads it to the cloud. The cloud server embeds additional 
messages into the encrypted bitstream to generate a marked 
encrypted bitstream. The hidden messages can be extracted 
from the marked encrypted bitstream. When an authorized 
requires a downloading operation, the server recovers the 
original encrypted bitstream. After decryption, the user 
obtains the original JPEG image. The New RDH-EI for JPEG 
encryption algorithm is also secure against the cipher text-
only attack and this works only with the gray scale images 
 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 
We will describe our RDH algorithm with the following three 
aspects: 1) The encrypted image generation. 2) Data hiding 
in the encrypted images and 3) Data extraction and image 
recovery.  

 

 
Fig1: System Architecture 
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A. Encrypted Image Generation  
 

To generate an embeddable encrypted image, three phases: 
1) color partitioning. 2) Image encryption; and 3) Self-
embedding, are involved. Let I{P; C} be the palette image, 
where P is the index matrix sized N×M and C is the color 
palette sized n×3. Here, n denotes the number of palette 
colors. At first, we adopt a color partitioning method to 
divide colors in C into multiple color-triples, which are then 
classified into non-embeddable or embeddable. According to 
a secret key, we encrypt P and C as PE and CE. Then, the 
indexes of the embeddable color-triples are self-embedded 
into I{PE; CE} together with a flipping check-code and a 
location map.  
 

1. Color Partitioning: To collect color-triples from C, 
the occurrence frequency of each palette color is 
determined. To calculate the difference between any 
two RGB colors c1(r1, g1, b1) and c2(r2, g2, b2), we 
use the Euclidean distance between c1 and c2 as the 
measurement. By repeating the above-mentioned 
procedure, we can finally construct S. It is found 
that, during the process to obtain S, the original 
index-position of every selected color can be 
recorded so that the original C can be reconstructed. 
It indicates that the color partitioning method does 
not change the set I{P; C}. To enable a data hider to 
hide secret data in the encrypted domain, we divide 
the color-triples as embeddable or non-embeddable. 
 

 
Fig2: Color Partitioning Technique 

 
2. Image Encryption: After obtaining SE, C is encrypted 

with a cryptographic algorithm, where KEC is the 
secret key for encrypting C. We compute the bit-
stream of each C[k] (0 ≤ k < n) at first, if C[k] is a 24-
bit RGB color (12, 7, 32), the bit-stream will be 
(00001100, 0000 0111, 00100000)2. Then, we 
concatenate the bit-streams of all C[k] (0 ≤ k < n) to 
make a larger bit-stream, which is then encrypted 
with a cryptographic algorithm. We then use the 
permuted sequence to form PE with an inverse-

operation. As the permutation-based encryption for 
P has a lower security level.  

 
3. Self-embedding: For data hiding in the encrypted 

domain, we need to reversibly self-embed some 
auxiliary data into I{PE; CE}. It enables a data hider 
to use SE to hide secret data. Though (C[dhk], C[dak], 
C[dbk]) is encrypted as (CE[dhk],CE[dak], CE [dbk]), 
they both correspond to (chk, cak, cbk) as they have 
the identical index-positions. The index-positions 
(dhk, dak, dbk), (0 ≤ k <L), will be self-embedded 
into PE. Let AIP be the index-information to be 
embedded. We employ (ch0, ca0, cb0), i.e., (CE [dh0], 
CE [da0], CE [db0]), to embed AIP as it can provide 
the largest payload. It is noted that, for natural 
images, it is enough to carry AIP by using (ch0, ca0, 
cb0) according to our experiments. It is 
straightforward to apply more color-triples if (ch0, 
ca0, cb0) cannot carry AIP. In order to obtain data 
extraction and image recovery, some additional 
auxiliary data will be embedded as well. Tthe self-
embedded information contains three parts: AIP, a 
flipping check-code AFC, and a location map ALM. 
Specifically, ⌈log2 𝑛3 ⌉ + 3L·⌈log2 𝑛⌉ bits are 
required to store AIP, where ⌈log2 𝑛3⌉ bits are 
stipulated to store L, and 3L·⌈log2 𝑛⌉ bits are used to 
store (dhk, dak, dbk) for 0 ≤ k <L. For each (CE [dhk], 
CE [dak], CE [dbk]), (0 ≤ k <L).  

 
B. Data Hiding in Encrypted Images  

After acquiring I{PES; CE}, a data hider should firstly 
extract AIP, AFC and ALM from PES so as to embed 
extra information. It is noted that, like the methods 
in [10-11], it essentially requires a user-
server/user-manager interaction [18], i.e., a data 
hider has to identify the vacated embedding room 
with the auxiliary data provided by the content 
owner. All the usable color-triples can be identified 
with AIP. The secret data M will be embedded by 
modifying the pixels of these usable color-triples, 
which is similar to the self-embedding process. 
Suppose that, we have extracted AIP, AFC, and ALM 
from I{PES; CE}. It implies that, we can compute (dhk, 
dak, dbk) for 0 ≤ k <L. In the following, we orderly 
process each color-triple until M is fully carried. 

 
C. Data Extraction and Image Recovery 
 
1. Data Extraction Only with Data Hiding Key:With 

I(PESM; CEM) and kD, a receiver can extract M. It can 
be performed with an inverse-operation of the data 
embedding process. At first, we extract (AIP, AFC, 
ALM) from PESM. Then, according to AIP, we 
reconstruct (dhk, dak, dbk) for all 0 ≤ k <L. Since the 
bit-stream of a color-triple will be flipped if it is 
used for data hiding, the data extractor can identify 
the embedded color-triples by comparing AFC with 
the new XOR values of (CEM[dhk], CEM [dak], CEM 
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[dbk]) for all 0 ≤ k <L. The reason is that, if a color-
triple was flipped, the new XOR value will be 
different from the original one. 

 
2. Image Recovery Only with Encryption Key: In this 

case, though the receiver cannot recover the 
original secret message, he can roughly recover the 
image content. After extracting (AIP, AFC, ALM), LE 
can be computed. Then, by re-flipping (CEM [dhk], 
CEM [dak], CEM [dbk]), 0 ≤ k <LE, CE. can be 
reconstructed from CEM. With KEC, C can be further 
decrypted from CE. 

 
Data Extraction and Image Recovery with Both Keys: In the 
case that a receiver has both kE and kD, he can retrieve the 
original secret message and reconstruct I{P; C} without 
error. At first, the receiver retrieves the original secret 
message from I{PESM; CEM } by applying the above data 
extraction procedure. Obviously, Ok (1 ≤ k <LE) can be 
reconstructed as well. According to the above image 
recovery process, C can be recovered without error, and PE* 
can be computed as well. With Ok for all 1 ≤ k <LE, the 
receiver can reconstruct PE from PE*. By decrypting PE as P, 
I{P; C} can be finally obtained. 
 

4. ALGORITHM 
 

a. SVD Algorithm 
The proposed encrypt image based on SVD can be 
apply for both grayscale and colored images, for 
color images and method implemented for each 
color band. Encryption method follow the following 
steps for each band of color image (red, green and 
blue) 

 
b. Data Hiding Algorithm 
c. AES Algorithm 

 
5. RESULT 

The methods introduced [11], can provide a relatively higher 
capacity than the methods introduced in [4,5] and our 
method. Though the proposed method has a lower 
embedding capacity than the methods introduced in [11], 
the proposed method can maintain high PSNR values. It 
indicates that, the proposed method can provide a relatively 
low distortion to the decrypted and marked image. 
Comparing with the methods in [5,6] since our method does 
not rely on pixel correlation in both the data extraction and 
image recovery, our method does not produce an error rate 
in the data extraction and image recovery. 

 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 

RDH in encrypted images is a trending research topic that 
has drawn attention because of its practical usages. In recent 
years, some state-of-the-art works have been reported. 
However, most work of work with grayscale images, and 
cannot be directly applied to palette images. Palette images 
are known to have relatively small size, which can reduce 
storage space and transmission time. This paper introduces 
a reliable RDH method for encrypted palette images. The 
data hider can benefit from the data-embedding space 
reserved by the color partitioning procedure, and apply the 
color replacement method to embed the additional data. 
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